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ABSTRACT 

 

The major part of iron in the world is produced using a blast furnace 

process. The blast furnace process refers to a shaft furnace in which 

agglomerated iron ore and coke are charged alternately from the top and 

blast air with additional carbon containing injection material is blown from 

numerous tuyeres on the lower level of the furnace.  

 

Agglomerated iron ore charge material undergoes high mechanical, thermal 

and chemical stress in the blast furnace. Stress factors affect simultaneously 

when iron ore burden material is reduced, warmed up and been subject to 

pressure affected by high and heavy burden from above with particle flow 

erosion. In spite of all the stress factors and in order to have high 

permeability in the charged bed, iron ore burden material should remain 

unbroken until softened and melted down on a cohesive zone. The higher 

the reduction degree of iron oxides in burden achieved before the cohesive 

zone, the more efficient and energy efficient is the blast furnace operation.  

 

In this research, the focus is on the impurities analyzed in the phases in the 

burden materials with measured content. The minor oxide components, such 

as CaO, MnO, MgO, and especially TiO2 and Al2O3, were studied in this 

thesis. TiO2 and Al2O3 were chosen because the correlation with reducibility 

and reduction strength was discussed but not explained. The aim of the 

research was to find the phenomena behind the degrading of the burden 



 

material during reduction reactions. The aim of the thorough analysis of the 

laboratory scale reduction and oxidation tests was to deepen the 

understanding of the reduction disintegration phenomenon. Especially the 

effect of the impurity element or minor oxide component solid solution in 

iron oxides on expansion/shrinking of the crystal lattice was studied in this 

thesis. The main attention was focused on crystal and lattice boundaries. 

 

According to the results, impurity elements dissolved in iron oxide lattice 

structure can have a considerable effect on the reduction rate of iron oxides 

and reduction strength of iron burden material of the blast furnace. They 

have also a clear effect on the oxidation rate and degree of iron oxides 

during the sintering process. Minor oxide components in solid solution with 

iron oxides have an effect on the lattice volume of the iron oxides. 

Volumetric (or dimensional) expansion or shrinking of lattices in proportion 

to one another can generate high tensile forces on the grain boundary of 

hematite-magnetite or magnetite-wüsite. The phenomenon has a substantial 

effect on the momentary strength and the reducibility of the iron burden 

material in the blast furnace process.  

 

Keywords: Blast furnace, iron oxide, hematite, magnetite wüstite, 

impurity element, crystal lattice, TiO2, Al2O3, MgO, MnO, CaO 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The major part of iron in the world is produced using a blast furnace 

process. The blast furnace process refers to a shaft furnace in which 

agglomerated iron ore and coke are charged alternately from the top and 

blast air with additional carbon containing injection material are blown from 

numerous tuyeres on the lower level of the furnace. Oxygen in blast air 

reacts with carbon originated from coke and the injection material producing 

reduction gas includes CO and H2. Reaction gas flows through the material 

bed reducing iron oxides and warming up the burden material. Whilst the 

burden material descends, it is warmed up, reduced to metallic iron, and 

melt down. Melt hot metal and slag are tapped out regularly via a drilled 

hole located in the wall near the bottom of the furnace. 

 

In order to have stabile operation and effective reduction in the process, 

sufficient permeability is essential in the blast furnace shaft. Thus the grain 

size of burden material, charged from the top of the blast furnace, has to be 

coarse enough to enable gas flow through the bed. However, the major part 

of iron ores as well as coking coals have to be ground to fines for enrichment 

and therefore have to be agglomerated before charging to the blast furnace. 

The coking process is used as an agglomeration method for the coal and 

sintering process for iron ore fines. Iron fines can also be pelletized before 

the sintering process. Use of sinter or pellets as a single iron burden material 
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is possible, but mostly they are used as a mixture. Also lumpy iron ore is 

used mainly as an additive to the iron burden material.  

 

The burden material has to endure high mechanical, thermal and chemical 

stress in the blast furnace. Stress factors affect simultaneously when iron 

ore burden material is reduced, warmed up and been subject to pressure 

affected by a high and heavy burden above with particle flow erosion. In 

spite of the stress and in order to have high permeability in the charged bed, 

the iron ore burden material should remain unbroken until it is softened and 

melted down on cohesive zone. The higher the reduction degree of iron 

oxides in the burden is achieved before the cohesive zone the more efficient 

and energy efficient is the blast furnace operation.  

 

In order to guarantee the quality of iron ore agglomerates various 

standardized tests and indexes have been developed for testing reducibility 

(reducibility index RI), cold strength (crushing strength test1, tumbler index 

TI2), reduction strength (reduction degradation index RDI, low temperature 

degradation index LTD3, 4) and softening and melting properties (Burghard 

test, Reduction under load test RUL) of iron ore agglomerates. The optimal 

iron ore agglomerate has a good reducibility, sufficient cold and low 

temperature reduction strength and it begins to melt at a high temperature. 

Crystal structure and the formed phase association are essential parts of the 

factor to achieve good properties in iron ore agglomerate5. Also the chemical 

composition of each phase, even as a minor content, can have a remarkable 
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effect on the properties, especially in reduction or reduction strength. The 

high quality of iron ore agglomerates enables high and efficient operation of 

the blast furnace, in other words, high oxygen enrichment of the blast and a 

high injection rate of the additive reducing agent. 

 

High injection rate (oil/pulverized coal) increases the significance of 

reduction strength due to a decrease in the coke rate. In order to improve 

blast furnace efficiency, i.e. high productivity or low consumption of the 

reducing agent, reduction strength of the burden material is emphasized. 

Practical experiments show that improvement in the reduction degradation 

property of sinter enables higher oil injection rate, higher productivity and 

lower consumption of reducing agents 6, 7, 8. 

 

Although correlation of different impurities on RDI and LTD index is well-

known, the phenomena behind the correlation, however, have not been 

discussed in many papers. The purpose of this study is to examine the 

individual crystal phase of the burden material with certain impurities under 

the conditions corresponding to the cooling stage of the sintering process as 

well as those corresponding to the blast furnace shaft. The research focuses 

on the impurities analyzed from the phases in the burden material with 

measured content. The aim of the research is to find the phenomena which 

are degrading the burden material during reduction reactions. The minor 

components of CaO, MnO, MgO, and especially TiO2 and Al2O3 are discussed 

in this thesis. 
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The aim of the thorough analysis of the test sinters and laboratory scale 

reduction and oxidation tests was to deepen the understanding of the 

reduction disintegration phenomenon. 

 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Iron oxides properties 

Iron cation exists as two different valences (Fe2+, Fe3+) in oxides forming 

three different iron oxides, i.e. hematite, magnetite and wüstite in 

descending order of oxidation. Stoichiometric compositions in weight 

percentages as well as the non-stoichiometry of each iron oxide is presented 

in Figure 1. In addition to hematite, Fe2O3 has also another crystalline form 

called maghemite (-Fe2O3), but that form is very unstable9. 
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Figure 1. Fe-O phase diagram10. 

 

Because of a considerable difference in oxygen and iron ions (Figure 2), iron 

oxides consist of a crystal lattice formed by oxygen anions in which iron 

cations are located in octahedral or tetrahedral cells. Each iron oxide has its 

characteristic structure of crystal lattice as presented in chapters 2.1.1 - 

2.1.3. 

 

Figure 2. Oxygen anion and iron cations in relative sizes O2- 0,136 
nm, Fe2+ 0,078 nm and Fe3+ 0,065 nm. The illustration is based on 

Klein et al11. 
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2.1.1 Hematite 

Hematite (Fe2O3) rhombohedral structure is based on hexagonally stacked 

close-packing series of oxygen anions (ABAB...) in which trivalent iron 

cations are located in the middle of octahedrons in stoichiometric hematite 

(Figure 3)11, 12, 13. The non-stoichiometry of hematite typically exists as a lack 

of anions, when charging equilibrium is compensated with divalent instead of 

trivalent iron cations. 

 

 

Figure 3. Structure of stoichiometric hematite in which two 
sequential layers (AB…) of oxygen anions are presented as blue 

spheres. Red spheres represent iron cations in the octahedron. The 
illustration is based on Klein et al11. 

 

2.1.2 Magnetite 

Magnetite (FeO·Fe2O3) is a mineral of cubic crystal system and it belongs to 

a group of spinel sturcture minerals. Magnetite consists of three different 

layers of oxygen anions (ABCABC…) in which iron exists as divalent and 

trivalent cations in oxygen forming a tetrahedron and octahedron with 

respectively (Figure 4) 11,12. Stoichiometric magnetite consists of 2/3 of 

trivalent cations and 1/3 of divalent cations. Non-stoichiometry typically  
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exists as a lack of cations when charge balance is compensated with extra 

trivalent cations. 

 

Figure 4. Magnetite levels presented on 111 face in which blue 

spheres are oxygen cations and the placement of iron cations Fe2+ 
and Fe3+ are presented as tetrahedrons and octahedrons 

respectively. The illustration is based on Klein et al11, 12. 

 

2.1.3 Wüstite 

Wüstite has also a cubic crystal structure in which oxygen anions locate in a 

formation of the face centred cupic and iron cations are in the middle of the 

formed octahedron in the stoichiometric structure (Figure 5). Non-

stoichiometry exists as a lack of cations resulting in a pair of Fe3+-cations 

per every cation vacancy. Fe3+-cations are located in the middle of the 

tetrahedron. 
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Figure 5.  Crystal lattice of stoichiometric wüstite. The illustration is 

based on Waychunas9. 

 

2.2 Reduction thermodynamic of iron oxides 

Equilibrium diagram with stability area under different H2/H2O and CO/CO2 

gas conditions for iron oxides is presented in Figure 6. Gasification of carbon 

in accordance with the Boudouard reaction  

CO2 (g)  + C(s)  2 CO (g)     (Eq. 1) 

 

is presented as a curve in the same illustration. The curve indicates the 

equilibrium limit in which solid carbon formation from CO gas as well as 

gasification of carbon are possible. In all presented CO/CO2 gas 

atmospheres, the partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) is so low that hematite is 

not stabile under those conditions. 
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Figure 6. Equilibrium curves of Fe-O with H2/H2O and CO/CO2-gas 

connected with the Boudouard curve.14 

 

Impurity elements in solid solution with iron oxides change stability of iron 

oxides (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Effect of impurities on stability of iron oxides. 15 

 

2.3 Reduction of iron oxides 

Gaseous reduction of iron oxides can be presented in CO/CO2 and H2/H2O 

atmospheres as the following reactions (Eq. 2-7): 

3Fe2O3 +  CO   2Fe3O4  +  CO2      (Eq. 2) 

3Fe2O3  +  H2       2Fe3O4  +  H2O      (Eq. 3) 

 

Fe3O4   +  CO    3FeO  +  CO2   (T > 570°C) (Eq. 4) 

Fe3O4   +  H2     3FeO  +  H2O   (T > 570°C) (Eq. 5) 

 

FeO  +  CO     Fe  +  CO2     (T > 570°C) (Eq. 6) 

FeO  +  H2     Fe  +  H2O    (T > 570°C) (Eq. 7) 

 

As a consequence, wüstite is unstable below 570 °C magnetite reaction 
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straight to iron exists below 570 °C as presented in following reactions (Eq. 

8-9): 

 
Fe3O4+  4CO   3Fe  +  4CO2   (T <  570°C) (Eq. 8) 

Fe3O4 +  4H2   3Fe  +  4H2O   (T  < 570°C) (Eq. 9) 

 

2.4 Compatibility of iron oxide lattice surfaces 

In order to an iron oxide to reduce to another iron oxide, a new phase has to 

form on the surface of the host oxide with its characteristic lattice structure. 

The formation favours a certain face of the host phase and orientation in 

proportion to host phase (Figure 8). Compatibility depends on the lattice 

structures and size of the host and the oxide formed. 
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the favourable orientation of iron 

oxides. The calculated lattice volumes of wüstite and magnetite are 
in right proportions in the illustration. 

 

Epitaxy of hematite and magnetite during reduction is, according to previous 

publications, as presented in the Figure 8, in which the surface 111 of the 

formed magnetite is parallel with the 0001 surface of hematite. Goodness of 

fit as well as volumetric difference between hematite and magnetite is 

schematically presented in Figure 9. The volumetric shrinking of lattices from 

hematite to magnetite is discussed16, but the two dimensional (surface area 

in the boundary) expansion in orientation of surface is about 40 %. 
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Expansion during the reduction is stated to be caused only by porous 

formation taking place simultaneously with lattice shrinking21, but the 

comparison of contact surfaces with each other on the phase boundary 

results in expansion (Figure 9). This is proposed to be the main cause for 

swelling in the phase transformation from hematite to magnetite. 

 

The orientation of magnetite and wüstite in proportion to each others during 

the reduction is, according to publications, a parallel in which both of the 

oxides have a cubic crystal structure. The volumetric expansion calculated 

for the lattices from magnetite to wüstite is about 6 %. 
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Figure 9. Compatibility and orientation of reduced magnetite on the 

surface of hematite with proportional calculated lattice volume. 

 

The formation of iron on the surface of wüstite during reduction was studied 

and the results published by Sasaki et al17. Epitaxy of iron and orientation on 

the wüstite (100) face is presented in Figure 10. The lattice parameter 

values of -iron (0.286 nm) and wüstite (0.428 nm) are presented in the 

graph as well as the distance of iron cations calculated from one another in 

the wüstite lattice (0.303 nm). The difference in distance of iron cations 

between wüstite and -iron indicates the mismatch or shrinking of structures 

when wüstite reduces to -iron. 
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Figure 10. Epitaxy and orientation of iron on wüstite (100) face17. 

 

2.5 Research on impurities in iron ore agglomerates 

The blast furnace burden material has to be agglomerated because the 

permeability of the burden bed must be sufficient for the reduction of gases 

to flow up from the low part of the furnace. The agglomeration is generally 

carried out by pelletizing or sintering the iron concentrate. In both cases, the 

material is warmed up to the temperature in which liquid eutectic phases 

can occur and cation and anion diffusion in solid phases are accelerated. The 

solid phases in a high temperature with initial melts enable changes in the 

composition phases in the solid state. Possible composition gradients are 

able to smoothen in high temperatures and ions solid solution in one phase 

may dissolve to another one. Gas composition changes simultaneously with 

0.303nm 

Oxygen 

Iron 
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a temperature increase in the sintering process (both sinter and pellet 

sintering). In particular, changes in partial pressure of oxygen cause a rapid 

change of thermodynamic phasies and continuous disequilibrium among 

phases. The composition of phases aspires to equilibrium but it is kinetically 

limited when temperature is rapidly decreased during the cooling stage. The 

reduction behaviour of different phases depends on the stage after sintering. 

For example, a solid solution can be function of temperature; therefore 

synthetically prepared samples were used for the study of impurities on 

reduction behaviour of iron oxides in this study (Supplement II). The content 

levels of impurities in the solid solution with iron oxides were adjusted and 

based on analysed contents of iron oxides occurring in sinters or pellets. 

 

The quality of sinter consists of two main factors, i.e. strength and 

reducibility that are partly opposite to each other. The effect of impurity on 

reducibility of iron oxides has been discussed in many papers. The cold 

strength and the reduction strength should be good with, however, a high 

level of reducibility. Since the sampling from the blast furnace process is 

difficult, the quality of the agglomerates is measured using such standard 

tests as the reducibility (HOSIM, RUL, ARUL, Burghard), the cold strength 

(Thumble test) and the reduction strength (LTB, LTD, RDI) test for ensuring 

good BF operation. Most of the minerals in BF agglomerates consist of iron 

oxides (hematite and magnetite), but also calcium ferrites, vitreous slag and 

crystallized slag. Hematite and magnetite are not pure iron oxides, but 

contain impurity elements in solid solution. Some impurities have a radical 
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effect on reduction kinetics and reduction strength via various mechanisms. 

The impurity elements can generate disintegration of oxide phases, 

accelerate reduction, enhance diffusion, increase gas-solid reaction surface 

area and have an influence on thermodynamic stability of oxides 18. 

Deceleration or acceleration of reduction can occur, if impurity components 

cause the formation of new phases at the reaction front. The direction of the 

effect depends on the stoichiometry and the stability of the existing phases 

19, 20. The reduction step from wüstite to iron demands the 

thermodynamically most reducible gas among pure iron oxides and it is 

mostly the restrictive factor of the total reduction rate. However, previous 

reduction steps have a significant effect on the following step via 

morphology and surface area at the interface between the reduction gas and 

wüstite 21. The dissolution of impurity elements or their insolubility in iron 

oxides has an important effect on the reducibility of iron oxides.  

 

Even a small amount of Ca (0.05 – 0.2 mol. %) was observed to have a 

strong enhancing effect on the reducibility of wüstite 22. The presence of MgO 

and CaO (2 wt. % and 5 wt. %) were found to promote the metallization of 

wüstite 23 and cause the formation of porous iron when reduced from wüstite 

in CO/CO2-atmosphere 24. The formation of pores can be caused by the 

precipitation of micro oxide particles at the interface of wüstite and iron 

phases 25. Deceleration in reduction of iron oxides was observed when 

manganese content of magnetite was initially 1 wt. % (Supplement II). 
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According to Molenda et al., the electrical conductivity of mangano-wüstite 

was decreased when the content of manganese was increased 26.  

2.6 Significance of reduction strength of iron ore agglomerates on 

the blast furnace operation 

The oil replaces coke and relieves volumetric space inside the furnaces for 

iron burden reduction resulting in increased production capacity of hot 

metal. Murty et al.7 reported that an improvement of sinter RDI by 6 % 

would lower the blast furnace coke rate by approximately 14 kilograms per 

ton of hot metal and increase blast furnace productivity by 3 %. Kim et al.27 

reported that the degradation of self fluxed sintered ore during low 

temperature reduction of iron bearing material increases the permeability 

resistance at the upper shaft of the blast furnace and the variation of gas 

flow exerting an unfavourable in-furnace upon stable operation. Lecomte et 

al.28 reported of a test in which eight types of iron-rich sinters were charged 

into blast furnace. They found a clear correlation between burden 

permeability and blast furnace operation using different sinters with 

evaluated reduction strengths. Grebe et al.29 reported on a magnitude of 

laboratory based quality tests versus production scale and basket sample 

experiments. They discovered that a real production scale atmosphere can 

smooth the effect of a considerable change in quality analyzed under 

laboratory conditions. For example, sulfur, alkalis, and chlorine compounds 

in gas have some unexpected effects on burden behavior. Nevertheless, 
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Grebe et al. observed a notable influence of fines rate on the deterioration of 

permeability in blast furnace. 

 

The factors affecting sinter RDI have been discussed in a great number of 

papers. The parameters affecting the RDI can be categorized as sintering 

parameters, properties of raw materials, and the chemical composition of a 

sintering mix. For example, increasing the MgO content 5, 30, 31, 32, basicity 30, 

31 (CaO/SiO2), and fuel rate improves the reduction degradation property of 

the sinter. On the other hand, increasing the content of Al2O3 
32, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36 

and TiO2 
33, 35, 37, 38, 39 has a negative effect on RDI. Moreover, mineralogy of 

sinter is a significant factor of reduction strength. One controlling factor of 

mineralogy is the chemical composition, especially the CaO/SiO2 ratio and 

even small changes in the content of minor components such as MgO, Al2O3 

and TiO2, have a clear effect on the sinter mineralogy. 32, 40 An increase in 

the alumina content has been shown to cause more calcium ferrites or 

SFCA-phase (silico-ferrite of calcium and aluminium) in sinter 5. Similarly, 

MgO has been shown to stabilize magnetite in sinter 41.  

 

The amount of hematite and secondary hematite in particularly is widely 

regarded the main cause of disintegration of sinter in low temperature 

reduction. However, the amount of hematite in sinter does not alone explain 

the RDI variation observed 5.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the negative effect of titanium oxide on RDI has been 
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demonstrated previously in several papers. However, neither the 

degradative mechanism of TiO2 nor the phase in which the phenomenon had 

an effect is unambiguous. This study focuses on the distribution of titanium 

oxide in sinter, and in particular on the effect of the titanium content on 

reduction degradation of hematite. 

 

RDI presents reduction strength of sinter similarly to the LTD index being 

carried out for testing the pellet quality in this study. 
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3 PROCESS CONDITIONS AND DEMANDS FOR RAW MATERIAL IN 
IRON MAKING 

Iron making process demands pretreatment of iron burden material before it 

is charged to the blast furnace. Process flow from iron ore to liquid steel is 

presented in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Schematic process flow chart about a process chain from 

iron ore to steel. Red dashed line represents the processes in which 

the phenomena studied in this thesis occur. 

 

3.1 Iron oxide composition in ore 

Iron ore always consists of iron ore minerals (as oxides or hydroxides etc.) 

and gangue minerals. Grinding and enrichment decrease fraction of gangue, 

but do not remove it. On this account, chemical analysis from enriched iron 

ore bulk does not represent composition of iron oxide phases. Impurity 
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components can be located in gangue but also in solid solution with iron 

oxide, in which case an iron cation is replaced with an impurity element in 

iron oxide lattice. The composition of magnetite and hematite is dependent 

of ore and the adjacent mineral phases have been in contact with iron oxide 

when ore has been generated. The chemical composition of different ore 

fines analyzed from magnetite and hematite phases are presented in Table 1 

and 
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Table 2. 

Table 1. Typical compositions of the magnetite in different iron ore 
fines such as MAF (Malmgerget A Fines), Olenogorsk, Rautuvaara 

and Mustavaara 5, 42. 

 Magnetite 

(MAF)  

Magnetite 

(Olenogorsk) 

Magnetite 

(Rautuvaara) 

Magnetite/ 
Mustavaara42 

MgO 0.22 0.10 0.10 0.04 

Al2O3 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.02 

CaO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 

TiO2 0.15 0.01 0.02 1.14 

V2O3 N/A N/A N/A 1.4 

MnO 0.02 0.10 0.09 0.03 

Fe 71.4 71.3 71.1 68.5 
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Table 2. Typical compositions of the hematite in different iron ore 
fines (XF) and hematite in pellet such as Kostamus. 

 Hematite  
(XF) 

(natural) 

Hematite  
(Kostamus) 

(initial 
magnetite) 

MgO 0.05 0.06 

Al2O3 0.04 0.15 

CaO 0.01 0.00 

TiO2 0.01 0.00 

MnO 0.07 0.00 

Fe 69.5  

V2O5 0.003 0.02 

SiO2 0.27 0.28 

Na2O 0.17 0.03 

 

3.2 Sinter production 

Iron ore fines are agglomerated at a high temperature and the resulting 

material is partly melted with the particles in the sinter feed are stuck 

together forming continuous uniform sinter cake on the sintering belt. The 

sinter cake is crushed in the end of the belt and cooled down in the rotary 

coolers. 

 

The temperature of the material rapidly increases in the sintering bed as well 

as decreases after fuel, i.e. coke breeze is burnt out. Simultaneously with 
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temperature change, the gas composition also changes from reducing to 

oxidizing. Iron oxides are reduced from hematite and magnetite partly to 

wüstite until oxidized back to magnetite and partly to hematite (Figure 12). 

Iron oxides also reach with such fluxes as CaO, SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, TiO2 and 

other impurities, form for example different types of calcium ferrites, 

magnesioferrites and crystallized or vitreous slag. The effect of different 

factors on sinter mineralogy with magnetite based sinter at bacisity (B2) of 

1.5 - 1.85 has been studied by Heinänen5. 

 

Figure 12. Reaction zones in sintering bed.5  

 

In order to improve the quality of sinter and increase the amount of acid 

pellet with sinter in the blast furnace, higher burden bacisity of sinter is 

needed. The iron content of sinter varies usually between 56-58 wt. % in the 
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sintering plants in Central Europe and it used to be higher in magnetite 

based sinter in Northern Europe. A typical chemical composition of high 

bacisity magnetite based sinter (B2 = 2.1 - 2.3) is presented in Table 3.  

Table 3. Typical chemical composition of high bacisity sinter43. 

Fe FeO CaO SiO2 MgO Al2O3 TiO2 CaO/SiO2 

60.33 10.87 7.28 3.49 2.18 0.61 0.25 2.09 

60.91 10.95 6.95 3.02 2.02 0.58 0.27 2.30 

 

The structure of high bacisity sinter (B2 = 2.1 - 2.3) consist of many 

minerals with their own chemical compositions. Typical mineral compositions 

of sinter are presented in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Mineral composition of high bacisity sinter (B2 = 2.1-2.3). 

Typical minerals in sinter with B2 bacisity of 2.1 - 2.3 Proportion   

Magnetite Fe3O4 50 - 54 % * 

Hematite Fe2O3 17 - 19 % * 

Silicoferrite of calcium and aluminium (SFCA)  15 - 19 % * 

Hemi-calcium ferrite CaFe2O4 < 5% ** 

Larnite Ca2SiO4 < 5% ** 

Vitreous slag  9 -14 % * 

Dicalcium titanate-ferrite of silicon Ca2(Si,Fe,Ti)O4 < 1% ** 

Ilmenite FeTiO3 < 1% ** 

Forsterite (Olivine) (Mg,Fe)2FeO4 < 3% ** 

    

* Typical analysis of LOM figure analysis determined for four phases  

** Estimated content    
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The structure of sinter depends on initial mineralogy and chemical 

composition of minerals as well as sintering conditions. The reactions and 

change of chemical composition of an individual phase during sintering 

depends on the adjacent mineral phases. Certain mineral association 

produces characteristic compositions for the minerals depending on the 

adjacent minerals included in the association. Typical minerals and mineral 

associations in high bacisity sinter are presented in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13. Different minerals and mineral groups in high bacisity 

sinter (CaO/SiO2 = 2.1-2.3). Ma = magnetite, He = hematite, HCf = 

hemi calcium ferrite, SFCA = Silico-ferrite of calcium and aluminium, 
La = Larnite, Lk = vitreous slag. 43 

 

Different compositions of minerals analysed in the sinter are presented in 

Table 5.  
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Table 5. Typical composition of minerals with different phase 
associations in sinter.5, 43, 50 

Mineral in sinter           

 FeO Fe MgO CaO SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 V2O5 MnO K2O 

Magnetite           

relic phase 85.08  0.22 0  0.15 0.13  0.02  

magnetite with in hematite    6 - 8 
1.5-
2.0 

    1.1  

crystallised into matrix 84.09  2.09 0.99   0.53    

Hematite           

lamellae with in magnetic relic 83.62   0  0     

crystallised hematite on magnetite 
periphery 

85.60     0.5     

hematite HE1 81.95 63.7 0.37 0.81  7.39 1.08  0.21  

hematite in two-phase area 
 between magnetite crystals 

83.21   0.44 0 1.9 0.73    

SFCA-phase 62.88  0.53 15.59 8.29 0.63 1.64    

Hemi calcium ferrite 70.95   11.88 3.02  1.01    

Larnite 2.18   61.39 31.48 0  1.62  0 

Vitreous Slag 10.8  0 38.36 31.02 3.19 0.61 0 6.3 0.99 

Silicon titanium dicalcium ferrite           

Ti-rich phase 18.13  0 40.88 10.03 23.2 0.44 0   

Fe-rich phase 29.37  0 40.43 10.33 9.82 0.73 0.92   

Ilmenite 76.00     7.86  0.57   

Forsterite with its periphery           

Forsterite crystal 8.72  47.6 0 39.01 - 0    

Magnesioferrite corona 75.73  7.52 1.53 0 - 0.62    

 

3.3 Sintering of pellets 

Concentrated iron oxide fines with selected additives are pelletized before 

sintering of pellets. Typical additives in the raw material mixture are 

quartzite (SiO2), forsterite (Mg2SiO4), limestone (CaCO3) and clay minerals 

such as bentonite. In order to increase mechanical strength of the pellets 

two different methods are commonly used in the sintering of pellets. The 

grate kiln sintering process with pre-treatment i.e. pelletizing process flow is 

presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Grate kiln sintering process of pellets at Kiruna (KK3)44. 

 

The straight-grate sintering process is presented in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15. Straight-grate sintering process of pellets.44 

 

The properties in the pellet sintering process are oxidizing with the 

maximum temperature of approximately 1,250 °C causing oxidation of 
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magnetite to hematite and forming a small amount of melt slag phase 

functions as a binder. The chemical composition of different pellets is 

presented in Table 6 and mineral composition in Table 7. 

 

Table 6. Chemical composition of different pellet types45, 46. 

Pellet Fe FeO CaO SiO2 MgO TiO2 Al2O3 CaO/SiO2 

Acid pellet I 65.1 1.4 0.41 5.98 0.14 0.01 0.30 0.07 

Acid pellet II 66.9 0.4 0.55 2.6 0.52 0.18 0.23 0.21 

Fluxed pellet 63.8 0.9 3.45 4.61 0.25 0.01 0.30 0.75 

Olivine pellet I 66.6 0.5 0.46 2.1 1.4 0.18 0.23 0.22 

Olivine pellet II 66.8 0.5 0.45 1.8 1.3 0.35 0.35 0.25 
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Table 7. Mineral composition of sintered olivine pellet47 and acid 

pellet48 

Typical 
minerals in 

olivine pellet 

Mineral 
formula in 
olivine pellet 

minerals in  
acid pellets 
(Kostamus) 

Mineral 
formula in 
acid pellet 

Hematite Fe2O3 Hematite Fe2O3 

Magnetite Fe3O4   

Forsterite (Mg,Fe)2FeO4   

Vitreous slag    

Quartz SiO2 Quartz SiO2 

Magnesioferrite (Mg,Fe)Fe2O4   

Orthopyroxene (Mg,Fe)SiO3   

 

3.4 Hot metal production from iron ore agglomerates 

Pelletized or sintered iron ore fines are charged into the blast furnace from 

the top alternately with coke agglomerated from coal. Preheated blast 

enriched with oxygen is blown via numerous tuyeres in the lower part of the 

blast furnace. Reaction of oxygen with carbon, originated from coke and 

injected oil or pulverized coal, generates heat in the process as well as 

carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas. The generated reduction gas flows 

through iron oxide burden materials and reduces iron oxides to metallic iron 

step-by-step from hematite to magnetite, from magnetite to wüstite and 

finally to metallic iron. Simultaneously charged burden material is heated up 

and finally smelted by hot reducing gas and exothermic reactions 

downstream from the tuyeres. 
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The iron blast furnace is divided into different zones which are the indirect 

reduction zone, thermal reserve zone, cohesive and direct reduction zone, 

dropping zone, “dead man” and hearth (Figure 16). 

  

Figure 16. Blast furnace process49. 
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Indirect reaction zone: 

- is located below from the charging level down in the shaft, on the 

level in which hematite and magnetite are reduced to wüstite.  

- iron oxides are reduced by the gas generated on raceway 

(downstream from the tuyeres) 

- wüstite is partly reduced to metallic iron. 

- regeneration of reducing gas is insignificant 

Next down the indirect reaction zone is the chemical and thermal reserve 

zone in which  

- reducibility and temperature are not strong enough to induce 

significant reduction from wüstite to iron, because the reduction 

gas is almost on phase equilibrium of with wüstite and iron 

- temperature increases slowly being about 900 - 1000 °C and is too 

low for regeneration of reduction gas. 

When the burden descends down in the shaft and the temperature increases 

up to about 1,100 °C, reduction gas becomes rapidly regenerated and 

wüstite is able to reduce to iron by strongly reductive gas. The regeneration 

of reduction gas is a strongly endothermic reaction called the Boudouard 

reaction or “solution loss reaction”. The said reaction just mentioned occurs 

in the direct reduction zone.  

 

The melt down of iron burden material starts in the cohesive zone and the 

permeability of ore layers decreases dramatically causing channelling of gas 

flows through the coke layers. The rest of the iron oxides are reduced to 
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metallic iron while melt slag begins to flow down to the dropping zone. 

Direct reduction is localized in the cohesive zone. 

 

Melted slag and metallic iron flow towards the deadman and hearth of the 

blast furnace in dropping zone. While metal droplets flow down, 

carburization occurs in hot metal when it contacts carbon of coke or via high 

CO content and reductive gas. Simultaneously melted slag flows down to 

hearth and impurity oxides, ash of coke and sulphur is dissolves in slag 

forming the second slag composition. 

 

“Dead man” consists of coke is not reached with anything. “Dead man” can 

float on hot metal and slag or lie in the bottom of the hearth. In general, the 

latter situation is unwanted. 

 

Blast air enriched with oxygen is blown via numerous tuyeres into blast 

furnace with possible injection material such as pulverized coal (PC), oil, 

plastic or gas. Oxygen and carbon, from coke or injection material, are 

reached downstream of the tuyeres, in the area called raceway. The reaction 

produces reduction gas including CO gas from carbon and H2-gas from 

injected hydrocarbon or vaporized water. The gas and heat produced in the 

raceway is utilized in the shaft in indirect reduction reactions. Gas containing 

CO and H2 reduces iron oxides producing CO2 and H2O gas in the reduction 

reactions. The reducibility of gas is diminished while reduction gas flows up 

in the blast furnace shaft. 
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Both melted hot metal and slag accumulates in the hearth of the blast 

furnace and be regularly tapped from the blast furnace via a tap hole. The 

tap hole is drilled open for example every two hours being always closed for 

about 30 minutes between drillings. The length of the tapping period 

depends on the size of the blast furnace and production rate. Three or four 

tap holes can be used in bigger blast furnaces. 

4 THESIS OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the phenomena in which minor oxide 

components in solid solution with iron oxides have an effect on the 

reducibility and reduction strength of iron oxides and iron ore agglomerates. 

The reducibility of iron oxides and the reduction strength of iron ore 

agglomerates are connected because the phenomena reflect a real process 

as follows: 

- Good reducibility of iron oxide agglomerate with good reduction 

strength enable effective operation of the blast furnace 

- Good reducibility of iron oxide agglomerate because of an 

increased surface area on the reaction zone between the reduction 

gas and oxides caused by low reduction strength. This causes 

disturbances in the blast furnace process via low permeability of 

the shaft resulting in lower productivity and increased consumption 

of the reducing agent in the process. 
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- Low reducibility with good reduction strength requires increased 

consumption of the reducing agent in the process because indirect 

reduction is insufficient and the proportion of direct reduction 

increases and needs more reducing agent in the blast furnace 

hearth. 

The objective of the research was to study the effect of minor oxide 

components as solid solution in iron oxides on  

- Reducibility and reduction mechanism. 

- Phenomena and mechanism behind reduction strength. 

The minor components such as CaO, MnO, MgO, and especially TiO2 and 

Al2O3 were studied in this thesis. TiO2 and Al2O3 were chosen because 

correlations with reducibility and reduction strength have been discussed but 

not explained in other publications. 

 

The aim of the thesis was to focus on the most essential factors among 

indirect reduction of iron oxides in the blast furnace from the aspect of minor 

oxide components solid solution in iron oxides. The phenomena occurring in 

the end of the sintering process (oxidizing of magnetite), low temperature 

reduction strength occurring in the upper shaft of the blast furnace 

(reduction of hematite to magnetite) and reducibility occurring in the whole 

shaft of the blast furnace (reduction of iron oxides to iron) are concerned in 

this thesis (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Occurrence of phenomena studied in the blast furnace 

process. 

 

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

The purpose of the experiments is to simulate an individual phenomenon in 

an individual structure caused by an impurity element and observed in the 

burden material of blast furnace. In order to prepare a certain structure with 

a certain impurity composition in the initial stage, controlled chemicals with 

right heat treatment are needed. When the initial stage is achieved and 

confirmed, the study of the reaction can be carried out under controlled 

conditions. 
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In this thesis, every test on the effect of impurity on reduction or oxidation 

behaviour consists of the experiment procedure with the following three 

main functions: 

1. The preparation of samples is of the utmost importance, moreover, the 

initial state hast to be familiar and confirmed for main reaction tests. 

2. Reaction test in which reduction or oxidation is executed in a selected 

temperature and gas atmosphere.  

3. The analysis includes numeric results from the tests and an analysis of 

the samples. The numeric results consist of, e.g. values achieved in 

the reduction strength test, reducibility as well as reduction slopes. 

etc. The analysis of the samples includes the preparation of polished 

sections, powder samples for mineralogy and chemical analysis 

combined with the results from gravimetric data, optical and electron 

microscopy views and microanalysis.  

 

In order to have results comparable with on another, especially with 

reference to the pure samples, reproducibility of the sample preparation and 

reaction tests is crucial. Tests on the reproducibility of the reduction 

experiments including sample preparation is presented in (Figure 18). 

Moreover, attempts were made to prepare samples identically for 

mineralogy and chemical analysis.  
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Figure 18. Reproducibility of reduction experiment (reference 
sample). 

 

5.1 Solid gas reactions 

In order to arrange comparable properties and reduction/oxidation tests for 

each sample, the aim was to adjust some variables: 

- as a consequence of the sample height and diameter being 

constant, the macroscopic solid-gas surface area between sample 

and reaction gas was constant 

- in order to achieve equal solid-gas surface area in micro scale the 

used sintering temperature was high for homogenous solid solution,  

- experiments were static i.e. temperature and gas composition were 

constant 

- starting and ending the experiments were carried out equally 
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- the cooling of the samples after the experiments were executed 

rapidly in argon atmosphere 

5.2 Laboratory experiments 

5.2.1 Materials 

In order to research the selected phenomenon, commercial magnetite fines 

as well as synthetic iron oxides were used for sample preparation. Varying 

amounts of impurities such as Al2O3, TiO2, MgO, CaO and MnO were added in 

into the initial iron oxides. More accurate details on the composition and 

quality of oxides used in the experiments are presented in Supplements.  

5.2.2 Preparation of mixture 

The powder mix, to which approximately 15 wt. % of purified ethyl alcohol 

had been added, was forced into the briquettes with the pressure of 50 MPa. 

The wet briquettes were dried at 110 oC for the minimum of two hours (e.g. 

Supplements I - III).  

5.2.3 Preparation of sintered samples 

In the sintering tests, the initial stage had been prepared and aimed for the 

reduction experiments. In this part of the test, the actual sintering process 

was not simulated but in order to get a solid solution of certain oxides, 

sufficiently high preparation temperature was required. During the sample 

preparation, the conditions have to be constant and within the stability area 

of the prepared iron oxides such as magnetite or hematite. 
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Pressed magnetite briquettes (diameter = 12 mm and height = 5 mm), as 

described earlier, were sintered in a 34 mm diameter tube furnace at 1300 

oC for 5 hours in a CO/CO2 atmosphere (CO/CO2 = 5/95 and flow rate 1 

l/min) for magnetite. The briquettes were quickly quenched in a copper 

chamber cooled by water and at argon atmosphere after sintering. After 

cooling, the briquettes were ready for the reduction experiment. The aim 

was to produce compact and dense briquettes for topochemical reaction 

during the reduction. Hematite briquettes were sintered in air at the same 

temperature and for the same duration as magnetite samples. (e.g. 

Supplements I - III). 

 

5.2.4 Preparation of calcium ferrites via melt 

Hemi-, mono- and dicalcium ferrites were prepared by melting hematite and 

calcium oxide in proportions to the homogenous melts and then crystallising 

them. The first attempt on the preparation of calcium ferrites was made by 

carrying it out in a solid state but no successful preparation of homogenous 

calcium ferrites was made. The more detailed preparation is presented in 

Supplement IV. 

5.2.5 Reduction of the samples 

The reduction of iron oxide in the blast furnace is a dynamic process in 

which temperature and reducibility of gas increases all the time. In order to 
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achieve the highest possible degree of identical repeatability in this study, 

the experiments were performed under static conditions.  

 

Once prepared and sintered, the briquettes were reduced in the 34 mm 

diameter tube furnace, in a reducing gas mixture of N2, H2, CO, and CO2 

with a flow rate of 2 l/min. 

 

Reduction experiments from hematite and magnetite were done with strong 

reducibility gas (CO/CO2 = 90/10, 950 °C), but also some reduction 

experiments from hematite to magnetite were executed. In that case, the 

gas composition was the same as that of the RDI test and was kept constant 

during the experiments. The reduction temperature was maintained constant 

at 500 oC during the reduction. Before the reduction, the sample was first 

heated in an argon atmosphere to 500 oC for 5 minutes. The reduction 

period was 60 minutes. A more detailed description about the experiment is 

presented in Supplements I, II, III and V. 
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Figure 19. Thermo gravimetric analyzer equipment. 

 

During the reduction test, the sample was in a platinum basket hanging on a 

gravimeter connected to a computer for data collecting. After the reduction, 

briquettes were rapidly cooled in a copper chamber at the argon atmosphere 

described earlier.  

5.2.6 Oxidation of the samples 

Four magnetite briquettes (0, 0.5, 2 and 5 wt. % doped with TiO2), sintered 

as described earlier, were set on a platinum crucible at the same time. The 

briquettes were oxidized in a chamber furnace in air for 15 minutes and 

cooled at room temperature. The oxidation temperature of 950 oC was 

measured using thermo element placed in the centre point, on the same 

depth level as the samples. (Supplement III) 
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5.3 Pilot experiments  

The effect of titanium content on the sinter RDI was studied using pot 

sintering tests. Raw materials and the test equipment were designed to 

resemble the production scale characteristics and materials as closely as 

possible. All of the materials with the exception of rutile have been in 

production scale use at Raahe Works of Ruukki. The coke breeze rate was 

adjusted to reach equilibrium with the return fines rate similarly to that of a 

production scale Dwight-Lloyd-type sintering process. The detailed 

experiment procedure and results are presented in Supplement III, V and 

VI. 

 

Sinter was analysed very thoroughly by sieve analysis, tumbling tests (ISO 

3271 1975 (E)), reduction degradation test, reducibility tests, mineralogical 

and chemical analysis. The reduction degradation index (RDI) equipment 

was constructed in total compliance with the international standard (ISO 

4696-1). Reducibility, softening and melting properties were analysed using 

a method developed by Rautaruukki50. Other indexes were: TI (tumbler 

index <6.3 mm), RDI (reduction degradation index <3.15 mm), REXT 

(reduction extends at 1,000ºC, %), DRINT (reduction rate between 800 - 

900ºC, %), TK50 (softening index, 50% collapse in voidage ºC), TDP20 (first 

melt formation temperature, 20 mbar pressure drop reached, ºC). 

Mineralogy was analysed by an optical light microscope by texture analysis. 

The analysis was capable of separating plastic, vitreous slag/silicate phases, 

calcium ferrites, magnetite and hematite. Reflectivity of some of the calcium 
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ferrite types and magnetite/magnesioferrite was partly overlapped which led 

to lower validity. 

5.4 Analytical methods 

The polished sections from the sintered, reduced and oxidized samples were 

examined optically and by a scanning electron microscope.  

5.4.1 Light optical microscope examination 

Olympus BX51 optical microscope was used for the optical examination. 

Reflected polarized/non-polarized light with 40, 100, 200 and 500 times 

magnitudes were possible to use. Phases were visually identified and 

confirmed using SEM-EDS and XRD analysis. 

 

 

Figure 20. Olympus BX51 light optical microscope with camera was 

used in the study. 
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An example of a microscopy image of the sample is presented in Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 21. A light optical microscope view of synthetic crystallised 
sample prepared from Ca-Ti-Fe-O -melt51. 

 

5.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy - energy dispersive spectroscopy 

analysis (SEM-EDS) 

Microprobe analyses were performed with a JEOL JSM-6400 scanning 

electron microscope using energy dispersive spectrometry. The equipment 

included a digital camera and Oxford Instruments Inca 3.03 software for the 

evaluation of the analyses. Back scattery image setting is used with SEM 

images in this thesis. Chemical analysis was executed using energy 

dispersive point analysis and line analysis. In order to achieve about 1-2 µm 

diameter analysis beam, an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a beam 

current of 120 nA were used.  
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5.4.3 X-ray diffractometer analysis 

Crystallographic analyses were made using a Philips X’Pert PW3040/00 X-ray 

powder diffractometer with a PW3376/00 Co LFF ceramic X-ray tube and 

Philips Data Collector 2.0c (2003). Phase identifications from the diffraction 

patterns were performed with the aid of PANanalytical X’Pert HighScore 1.0d 

software (2003).  

5.4.4 Chemical analysis using X-ray fluorescence method 

X-ray fluerescence method was used for the bulk chemical analysis using 

Philips PW 2404 equipment. The atoms of each chemical element in the 

sample are excited using high energy X-ray radiation causing removal of 

electrons from the outer shells. The free place thus generated is replaced by 

electrons from the outer shell and the excited state is discharged initiating 

energy release from the atoms. This release of energy is called as X-ray 

fluerescence radiation and is characteristics of each chemical element. The 

intensity of each characteristics radiation is measured by detectors. The 

content of chemical elements in a sample is determined based on the 

intensities. All of the chemical components were analysed using XRF-method 

with the exception of FeO content that was analysed chemically. 

5.4.5 Iron content and valence analysis using titration method  

In order to confirm proportion of Fe2+- and Fe3+-ions of iron oxides, 

complementary analysis were carried out using the titration method. Total 
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iron content as well as Fe2+ content were determined by titration and  Fe3+ 

content was calculated to cover the rest.  

 

Determination of the Fe2+-content is suitable when FeO-content is 0.1 - 100 

%. The method is disturbed by metallic iron, but could be corrected, if the 

metallic iron content is known. A pulverized sample is dissolved in HCl 

simultaneously warming up the sample. Oxidation of iron is prevented using 

carbon dioxide flow through the solution. Fe2+-ion is oxidized after cooling of 

the solution by titration using potassium dichromate as the titration solution 

(Eq. 10).  

6 Fe2+ + Cr2O72- + 14 H+   6 Fe3+ + 2Cr3+ + 7H2O (Eq. 10) 

 

Titration is carried out as potentiometer determination. 52 

 

Total iron analysis is an accredited method and applicable when iron content 

is 5 - 100 % Fe. The sample is dissolved in salt-fluorhydric acid mixture 

using microwave dissolution method. Iron is reduced by chromo sulphate 

solution after sulphur acid addition as in Eq. 11. 

2 Fe3+ + 2Cr2+    2Fe2+ + 2 Cr3+    (Eq. 11) 

 

Reduced iron is titrated using potassium dichromate solution corresponding 

to the Fe2+ analysis mentioned earlier according to Eq. 10. Titration is 

carried out as potentiometer determination. 53 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The detailed results from the study of minor oxide components and their 

effects on the reduction phenomena of iron oxides are presented in the 

Supplements I - VI. Five different impurity elements were studied from the 

aspect of their occurrence in the iron burden material of the blast furnace. 

Supplement numbers, in which different impurity elements and iron oxides 

are discussed are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8. Supplements in which cations with different iron oxides are 
discussed. 

 Al3+ Ti4+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Mn2+ 

Hematite  III, V, VI IV, V, VI   

Magnetite I, II III, V,VI II, IV, V, 

VI 

II II 

Wüstite I, II III, V, VI II, IV, V II II 

Iron I, II III, V II II II 

 

6.1 Sintering tests 

In sintering tests initial stage have been prepared and achieved for reduction 

experiments. Analysis of each sample prepared for and achieved in the 

sintering tests and the composition of phases have been presented in 

Supplements I - VI. 
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6.2 Dissolution of TiO2 into iron oxides 

TiO2, up to the maximum amount used in the experiment of 5 wt.% 

TiO2, is completely solid solution in hematite and magnetite. Moreover, TiO2 

was uniformly distributed and according to the SEM-EDS analysis the 

content was practically constant. The XRD analysis of the hematite synthesis 

indicated only the alpha hematite phase in all the TiO2 contents. However, a 

slight shift from peaks of hematite towards peaks of ilmenite with hematite 

doped with 5 wt. % TiO2 could be observed. This is logical phenomena in two 

oxide solid solution in which different size of impurity cations have an effect 

on the lattice dimension of the host oxide. In the case in which hematite is 

the host phase the solid solution of Ti4+-cation causes also reduction of Fe3+ 

-cation to Fe2+-cation (supplement 5). Increasing the TiO2 content from 0 

wt.% to 5 wt.% increased the content of Fe2+-cation from <0.1 to 3.0 wt.%. 

Considered on an atomic level, this means that each Ti4+-cation caused 

reduction of one Fe3+-cation to Fe2+-cation.  

6.3 Reduction  

Minor oxide components in solid solution with host oxide have a clear effect 

on the reduction rate of iron oxides as shown in Figure 22. As presented in 

Supplement II, the impurities were prepared identically in order to get 

comparable samples and a solid solution with magnetite. However, a high 

amount of MgO and CaO did not form a homogenous solid solution with 

magnetite but also magnesio-ferrite and calcium ferrite phases occurred in 

the prepared samples. 
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Figure 22. Results of reduction tests in TGA. 

 

Reduction rate difference from the reference sample, i.e. undoped magnetite 

sample, can be seen for each impurity elements in Figure 23. In the graph, 

the reference curve has been diminished from every other curve to achieve a 

comparison for the impurity elements studied. MgO and especially CaO have 

a strongly accelerative effect on the reduction of magnetite. The higher the 

content the higher the effect was. Correspondingly, MnO decelerated 

reduction of magnetite when impurity content was only 1 wt. % as MnO. 
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Figure 23. Comparison of reduction curves with impurity differences 
and with a reference sample (i.e. x-axis and value is readable form 

secondary x-axis) 

 

TiO2 has an irrelevant decelerating effect on the reduction of hematite to 

magnetite in the beginning of the reduction. However, angular coefficient of 

the reduction graph continuously rises with the experiments using the 

samples doped with 2 wt. % and 5 wt. % TiO2 unlike the samples undoped 

and doped with 0.5 wt. %. One hour after initiating the test, the reduction 

process was interrupted in compliance with the standard RDI test. The 

results revealed that the degree of reduction exceeded 50 % with the 

samples doped with 2 wt. % and 5 wt. % and was approximately 20 % with 

samples undoped and doped with 0.5 wt. %. 
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6.4 Reduction of hematite to magnetite with impurities 

Manufacture of iron ore agglomerate always involves thermal treatment as 

sintering of material. During sintering, solid diffusion occurs not only in iron 

oxide and foreign phases but also between them, although the treatment 

time is only 15 to 30 minutes. Contact of different phases and diffusion of 

ions are enhanced by eutectic melt between the solid phases. During 

sintering composition of iron oxide phases can be significantly changed and 

had effect on the reduction phenomena of iron ore agglomerate in the blast 

furnace. The solubility of different impurities on iron oxides is dependent on 

the properties of ions as electric charge and cation size compared with 

ferrications or ferrocations. When impurity cation is soluble in iron oxide, 

iron cation must be replaced in solid solution. In the stoichiometric iron 

oxides the cation replacement can be presented as follows: 

 

In hematite  

(Fe3+)2
 (O2-)3 + (Me3+)  (Fe3+,Me3+)2

 (O2-)3  (Eq. 12) 

(Fe3+)2
 (O2-)3 + (Me4+)  (Fe3+, Fe2+,Me4+)2

 (O2-)3 (Eq. 13) 

 

In magnetite 

(Fe3+)2(Fe2+) (O2-)4 + (Me3+)  (Fe3+,Me3+)2(Fe2+) (O2-)4
  (Eq. 14) 

(Fe3+)2(Fe2+) (O2-)4 + (Me2+)  (Fe3+,Fe3+)2(Me2+) (O2-)4  (Eq. 15) 

 

In wüstite 

(Fe2+) (O2-) + (Me2+)  (Fe2+, Me2+) (O2-)    (Eq. 16) 
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In the natural case all oxides are characteristically non-stoichiometric lacking 

anions or cations. In order to preserve charge equilibrium, vacancies are 

replaced by cations with higher or lower electric charge. In consequence, 

wüstite and magnetite have short of cations wüstite contains Fe3+ -cations 

while magnetite contains an excess of Fe3+ cations. Hematite contains also a 

small amount of Fe2+, because it has short of anions. Non-stoichiometric 

structure can be presented with hematite: 

 

(Fe3+)2 (O2+)3 + Fe2+  ( (1-2x) ∙ Fe3+, 2x ∙ Fe2+)2 (O2+)3-x  (Eq. 17) 

 

and correspondingly with wüstite: 

 

Fe2+O2+ + Fe3+  ( (1-2x) ∙ Fe2+, 2x ∙ Fe3+)1-x O
2+  (Eq. 18) 

 

It is proposed that the charge equilibrium can also be preserved by impurity 

cation in each case. 

 

The effect of impurities in the reduction of hematite to magnetite is 

dependent on the size and vacancy of impurity cation. The consequence of 

vacancy of impurity cation effect also on the vacancy of Fe-cation this has 

effect on stability of formed oxide as shown in Figure 7. In addition impurity 

cation has an effect on the lattice parameter value of the host mineral when 

impurity is dissolved in host phase. Börge et. al54 have published a paper in 
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which the effect of different impurity cations in magnetite with lattice 

parameter has been studied. An equation for calculating the lattice 

parameter was the result of the publication (Eq. 19): 

 

[841.1 - 0.30 wt. % (MgO) - 0.60 wt. % (Al2O3) + 0.36 wt. % (TiO2) 
- 0.020 wt. % (V2O5) - 0.10 wt. % (Cr2O3) + 0.24 wt. %(MnO) - 0.17 

wt. % (CoO) - I).33 wt. % (NiO) - 0.23 wt. % (Cu2O) - 0.057 wt. % 
(ZnO)+ 0.52 wt. % (CdO)] pm      (Eq. 19) 

 

Expansion or shrinking of the crystal lattice, caused by impurity cation, 

initiates also change in the volume of crystal lattice. Comparison of volume 

changes of different spinel structure oxides and magnetite (belonging in 

spinel structure oxides) is presented in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Lattice volume compared with magnetite based on the 

value of lattice parameters54. 

 

The volumetric changes with different “impurity”-iron solid solution oxides 

are mainly logical with cation sizes between iron cations and “impurity” 

cations (Figure 25). For example, replacing all Fe2+ -cations in magnetite 

with Ca2+-cation, volumetric expansion is more than 10 %. The expansion 

can be forecast by comparing the cation size of Ca2+- and Fe2+-cations. The 

same logic can occur with Mg2+, Mn2+ (Fe2+) and with Al3+ (Fe3+) -cations. 

Ti- cation is exception. Ti4+ is considerably smaller than Fe3+ which is 

replaced while spinel structure is expanded due to Ti. Ulvönspinel (TiFe2O4) 

is another structural exception when compared with other normal spinel 

structures including two divalent cations and having inverse spinel structure. 
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Figure 25. Relative size of different cations11, 12. 

 

 

 

6.5 Degradation phenomena caused by low solubility of impurity in 
wüstite - case alumina 

The presence of Al cations in magnetite induced swelling and cracking of the 

briquettes during reduction. Al cations have a low solubility in wüstite 

because of which Al cations have to diffuse in the magnetite away from the 

growing wüstite during the reduction (Figure 26). As the reduction process 

proceeds the average content of Al in magnetite increases approaching that 

of hercynite. This made the oxide structure shrink because the lattice 

volume of hercynite is smaller than that of magnetite. If the stoichiometry of 

wüstite is Fe0.88O and magnetite is pure, the structure expands about 6% 

during the reduction from magnetite to wüstite, but if the spinel structure is 

as hercynite the expansion is over 16 %. In the latter case high tensile 

forces are generated in the hercynite/magnetite solid solution at the 

interface with wüstite which presumably causes the fracturing of the 

structure during the reduction from hercynite/magnetite to wüstite. 
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Aluminium in magnetite promoted the reduction if the surface area became 

the limiting factor controlling the rate of reduction. The explanation for this 

difference is that Al cracked the structure of iron/iron oxide. 

 

 

Figure 26. Schematic presentation of crack formation caused by low 
solubility of alumina on wüstite during reduction. 
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6.6 Case TiO2 - Solid solution of TiO2 with iron oxides - Reduction 
and Oxidation 

The effect of titanium oxide in solid solution in magnetite on the magnetite 

to hematite oxidation was separately studied in order to simulate the final 

stage of the sintering process. In the reduction experiments, hematite 

samples doped with various titanium oxide contents were studied using 

thermogravimeter under a controlled gas atmosphere (CO/CO2/H2/N2) 

corresponding to the atmosphere used in RDI tests. The samples were 

studied using microscopy and SEM-EDS-analysis.  

6.6.1 Reduction 

The titanium oxide content of hematite has a clear effect on reduction 

degradation of the samples. The polished sections prepared from the 

samples reduced for 1 hour at the atmosphere corresponding to the RDI 

conditions are presented in Figure 27. The sharpness or front of the 

magnetite-hematite boundary changes less clearly when TiO2 content of 

samples increases. Also the thickness of the magnetite layer on the surface 

of the sample is clearly wider in the samples containing more TiO2. 

Magnetite layer on the undoped sample is a quite pure and no outstanding 

hematite relic phases can be observed contrary to the sample doped by 5 

wt. % of TiO2. 
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Figure 27. The polished sections prepared from the samples reduced 

for 1 hour at the atmosphere under conditions corresponding to 
those used in the RDI test.  

 

SEM-EDS line analysis from the polished section indicates a constant Ti-

content in the samples over the hematite and magnetite phases (Figure 28). 

Although Ti cation has been observed to favour hematite in certain cases, 

under the RDI conditions in which temperature is as low as 500°C, diffusion 

of Ti cation in magnetite is supposed to be so slow that it is not substantial.  

Images from  

the polished 
sections 

Light optical microscope image 
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Figure 28. SEM-EDS line analysis from hematite (dark grey) grains 

with magnetite surface layers (light grey). The green curve 
represents O-content with proportional intensity, blue iron and red 

oxygen respectively. 

 

6.6.2 Oxidation 

Increasing titanium oxiden content in solid solution in magnetite radically 

accelerated the oxidation rate (Figure 29). The thickness of hematite layer 

after oxidation was about 5 m in the samples doped with 0 wt. % and 0.5 

wt. % TiO2. The sample doped with 2 wt. % TiO2 increase of hematite 

lamellae can be observed but significant acceleration of oxidation does not 

occur. The sample with 5 wt. % TiO2 oxidation was dramatically accelerated. 

The layer of hematite was about 100 - 400 m. On the other hand, the 

hematite layer was not a pure hematite phase but maybe includes some 

inclusions. Moreover, hematite lamellae can be observed.  
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Figure 29. Comparison of microscope images from polished section 

prepared from magnetite samples with various TiO2 content oxidized 
in 950 °C and interrupted after 15 minutes. 

 

Being uniformly in solid solution with magnetite (5 wt. % as TiO2) TiO2 

diffused immediately into newly formed hematite during oxidation. TiO2 

content increased from 5 wt. % up to 15 wt. % in hematite lamellae during 

15 minute oxidation at 950 °C. Enrichment of TiO2 can be seen in SEM-EDS 

line analysis in Figure 30 and SEM-EDS point analysis in Figure 31 in which 

dark grey hematite is lamellae and light grey magnetite  

Oxidation 

front of 
magnetite 

to hematite 

Magnetite 

Hematite 
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Figure 30. Increased titanium content in hematite lamellae formed 
in magnetite during 15 minute oxidation in 950 °C. SEM-EDS line 

analysis from hematite (dark grey) lamella in magnetite (light grey). 

The green curve represents the Ti-content with proportional 
intensity, blue iron and red oxygen respectively. 

 

Fe3+
2O3 + 2 Ti4+O2  2 Fe2+Ti4+O3 + 1/2 O2(g)    (Eq. 20) 

 

Point Ti Fe TiO2 Fe2O3 Fe3O4 Sum

1 8.9 59.6 14.8 85.1 99.9

2 8.2 60.3 13.6 86.2 99.8

3 7.3 60.4 12.2 86.3 98.5

4 8.4 61.1 14.1 87.4 101.4

5 7.7 60.4 12.9 86.3 99.2

6 1.9 69.4 3.2 95.9 99.0

7 2.2 67.7 3.7 93.5 97.2

8 1.4 69.3 2.4 95.8 98.2

9 1.4 68.0 2.4 94.0 96.4

10 1.4 68.6 2.4 94.8 97.1

Analysed Calculated as oxide

 

Figure 31. SEM-EDS analysis of hematite and magnetite phases of 
the sample with 5 wt. % TiO2 doped, oxidized at 950 °C until 

interrupted after 15 minutes. 
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Inclusions smaller than 1 m on the reaction front are presented in Figure 

32. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Light optical microscope image and SEM-images from the 

oxidation front in which tiny dark unknown phases within hematite 
can be observed. 

 

Magnetite 

Hematite 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Objectives achieved in this thesis 

Modern and effective iron production makes demands for the charge 

material of in the blast furnace process such as pellet/sinter iron ore, coke 

and fluxes. The most important demands for iron burden material are high 

reducibility and sufficient reduction strength that enable effective reducibility 

of iron burden on a larger scale in the blast furnace shaft.  

 

All iron burden materials contain impurity elements which have a significant 

effect on the reduction behaviour of iron oxides. The structure of the iron 

burden material and composition phases change as early as in the sintering 

process. The elements that have high solid solution with iron oxides can 

cause tension in the structure by changing the lattice volume of iron oxides 

already in the sintering stage. In the blast furnace during reduction 

comparability of iron oxides with an another, especially in the vicinity of 

lattice/grain boundary, as well as proportional volume of oxides (lattice 

volume), have a substantial effect on momentary strength and reducibility of 

the iron burden material in the blast furnace process. 

 

Regardless of today’s advanced thermodynamic models comprehensive 

modelling of the reduction phenomena influenced by an impurity element is 

unfeasible to do. Although the effect on the thermodynamic equilibrium can 
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be modelled, the structural changes at various stages caused by different 

impurities are not known. Moreover, the changes in the material structure 

are essential for reduction strength and reducibility of the iron burden 

material. 

 

In this thesis, the effect of an individual impurity element on reduction 

behaviour of iron oxides and iron burden material has been experimentally 

studied. The important thing to take into account experimental procedure is 

to produce reproducible of experiments, which include three factors: 

- control of initial state as through composition, grain size, 

homogenity, porosity of prepared sample 

- control of experimental properties such as temperature, gas 

composition, reproducibility, cooling 

- control of analysis through preparation of samples for different 

analyses, interpretation of results. 

 

A correlation between the concentration of dissolved alumina and the degree 

of degradation of iron oxides during reduction has been discussed in many 

papers. The fundamental mechanism behind the degradation was studied in 

this study. 

 

The reduction degradation strength seems to have quite a clear but 

sometimes ambiguous impact on the blast furnace process. The RDI is 
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affected by several factors but variation in TiO2 content was observed to be 

the most significant factor, while other variables were quite stable. 

 

In the case of aluminium the degradation mechanism of iron oxides caused 

by alumina during reduction from magnetite to wüstite was studied with the 

conclusions are: 

- The presence of Al cations in magnetite induced swelling and 

cracking of the briquettes during reduction. 

- Because of the low solubility of Al cations in wüstite during the 

reduction of Al2O3 doped magnetite to wüstite Al cations have to 

diffuse in the magnetite in the opposite direction from the growing 

wüstite. As the reduction process proceeds the average content of 

Al in magnetite increases approaching that of hercynite. 

- If the stoichiometry of wüstite is Fe0.88O and magnetite is pure, the 

structure expands about 6 % during the reduction from magnetite 

to wüstite, but if the spinel structure is that of hercynite the 

expansion is over 16 %. In the latter case, high tensile forces are 

generated in the hercynite/magnetite solid solution at the interface 

with the wüstite which presumably causes the fracturing of the 

structure during the reduction from hercynite/magnetite to wüstite.  

- Aluminium in magnetite promoted the reduction, provided the 

surface area became the limiting factor controlling the rate of 

reduction. The explanation for this difference is that Al cracked the 

structure of iron/iron oxide. 
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The main results regarding TiO2 in this study are: 

- The increase in TiO2-content deteriorates clearly the RDI index of 

test sinter using both rutile and crushed hematite pellets 

containing TiO2 as additives although the change in the TiO2 

content was quite small.  

- TiO2 additions to test sinter mix increased the amount of 

hematite phase in sinter. 

- The higher the TiO2 content in doped hematite briquettes the 

more significant their disintegration which was detected visually 

and also by a microscope. 

- Oxidation of TiO2 doped magnetite briquettes showed that 

increase in the TiO2 content of magnetite accelerated the 

oxidation of magnetite to hematite. 

The degradation mechanism demands further study but the phenomenon 

seems to occur in the magnetite phase during low temperature reduction. 

 

7.2 Recommendations for further research 

Single component effect on reduction behaviour of iron oxides was 

investigated in the thesis. However some preliminary experiments were 

executed with two and three component systems (Figure 33 and Figure 34). 

Preliminary results showed that the results are unforeseen and therefore 

additional investigation is needed. One impurity with a poor and decelerating 
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effect can perhaps be compensated by another. It is also possible that two 

components, having one by one accelerative effect on the reduction, 

simultaneously together have a negative effect on the reduction.  
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Figure 33. Effect of two impurities simultaneously on reduction of 

magnetite. 

 

The important thing to take into account in the investigation, when sample 

for multi-component system is prepared, is that the initial stage of a sample 

is confirmed and identified. Also the preparation procedure and details 

mentioned in Chapter 4 should be considered. 
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Figure 34. Effect of three impurities simultaneously on reduction of 
magnetite. 

 

Degradation mechanism demands further study but the phenomenon seems 

to occur in the magnetite phase during low temperature reduction. However, 

other phases in some mineralogical structures may also react under the RDI 

test conditions and are capable of dissolving TiO2. They, too, require further 

study.  

 

A limitation to the research was the insufficient resolution and analysis 

accuracy of the scanning electron microscopy to identify small phases (under 

100 nm diameter) on the grain boundary of hematite magnetite when 

titanium containing iron oxides were reduced. In order to get more 

information about the mechanism and reduction phenomenon higher 
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resolution for identification would be required. Recommendation for further 

research is to use transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In this thesis, 

static reduction experiments were executed, but recommendation for further 

research is to use a precision-controlled reduction programme to simulate 

the conditions corresponding to those in the blast furnace shaft. Also a 

further in-depth research for multi-component system would be needed with 

static and dynamic reduction experiments. 
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